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V9LUME XXXI, No. 6

October 24, 1956

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Leatureship Plans Announced;"
Baxter To Be Opening SpeakerArkansas Educators
To Receive Honors

Civil Service

Seeks Applicants
The United States Civil Service
Commission is seeking applications
from persons interested in a career
in the federal service through its
federal service entrance examination.
)
This examination, which covers a
wide variety of occupational fields
is open to all college seniors and
graduates regardJess of their field
of major study and to people who
have had equivalent experience.
The next written test will be held
Nov. 10, 1956, for ~hose who file
by October 25. Additional tests will
be held Jan. 12, Feb. 9, Apr. 13,
May 11, and Aug. 10, 1957.
Some of the fields in which positions will be filled are general administration, economics, b u d g et
management, automatic data processing, library science statistics
information, and food ai'id drug in~
spection. A few positions will be
filled in foreign countries.
Further information and application forms may be obtained at post
offices throughout the country or
from the U. S. Civil Service Commission Washington 25 D S
,
' · ·

Science Foundation

To Award Fellowships
For· Scientific Study
The National Science Foundation
has announced its plans to award
approximately 800 graduate and
175 postdoctoral fellowships . for
scientific study during the 1957 -58
adacemic year.
These fellowships will be awarded to citizens of the United States
selected solely on the basis of ability. They are offered in the mathematical, physical, medical, biological, engineering, and· other sciences
including anthropology, psychology,
geography, and fields of convergence between the natural and social

Dr. George S. Reuter, Jr., secretary-treasurer of the Department of
Higher Education of the Arkansas
·Education Association has announced that Arkansas educators
who have devoted 25 years or more
to higher education in this state
will be honored.
The presentations will be made
Thursday morning, Nov. 1, in the
A. E. A. building in Little Rock.
Each will be presented a certificate from the Department of Higher
Education.
Those to be honored from Harding are Woodson Harding Armstrong, emet ita professor of speech
and dean of women; Samuel A. Bell,
associate professor emeritus of
Bible; and Dr. Lloyd Cline •Sears,
dean of the college.
The Department of Higher Education will have their entire program in the A. E. A. building at
1500 West Fourth Street in Little
Rock. The theme will be "Meeting
Instructional Needs for Mass Education:" The program will begin
at 10 a .m.
The University of Arkansas and
John Brown University will begin
the program by giving a closed-circ~it t.elevision demonstration. This
will b.e. follow~d by the -25-year
recognition service.
The afternoon session will feature. Dr. L. D. Ha~kew, d~an ?f the
College 01f Education, Umver~1ty of
~exas, ~ whose ad.dress will be
Teachmg, -Instruct10n and Learning." This will be followed by four
discussion groups. The final phase
of the program will be the reports
from the discussion groups.

j

l't Can Be Done
The
came
their
They
finish

underdog Oklahoma Sooners
through last night to take
first victory of the season.
fought hard from start to
to beat Texas, 33-13.

Oklahoma proved to the spectators that they were out to win last
nights game by scoring the first
touchdown and they held that lead
until the final whistle. I

.:.Jw
Harding's own facilities were used in the ~onstruc tion of the new dormitory and library wing. The use of
these make construction · much more economical.

This young pianist prepares for his second appearance on tll.e Harding stage. He was enthusiastically received on his last appearance.

By Peggy Robertson

Philippe Entremont, 22-year-old French virtuoso pianist,
who was enthusiastically received by the Harding audience two
years ago, will make his second visit to our campus tomorrow,
Oct. 25, when he will appear as the first artist on this year's
lyceum series. The program will begin at 8 p.m.
-0

Annette Hendrix
Elected Historian
At State Meeting
The Home Economics Club held
it's first meeting• Thursday night,
Oct. 4, at Echo Haven. ·
Officers were elected for the
year 1956-57. They were Annette
Hendrix, president; Peggy Robertson, vice-president; Nancy Stovall,
secretary-treasurer; Joy Edwards,
historian; Mary Lou Williams, reporter; Martha Weatherly, parliamentarian. Mrs. Glen Thompson is
the sponsor.
At the convention, Annette Hendrix was elected state historian for
1957-58. Mrs. S. A. Bell presided
over the Friday afternoon session.
A musical number was given by
a quartet composed of Dwight
Smith, Harold Sisco, Bob Sullins,
and Arthur Voyles. Kenneth Davis
was in charge of the group.
Mrs. S. A. Bell also presented a
program of "What's New a'n.d It's
for You," composed of the latest
developments in the foods and nutrition field of home economics.
Those attending the state con-

Rated as one of the brightest
stars on the international concert
scene, Entremont, despite his youth,
is a veteran traveler. His present
transcontinental tour, which was
almost solidly booked before it was
even generally announced, is his
third. He has concertized since his
17th y~ar in his native country as
well as throughout Europe and
North Africa.
Recently the tall, slim Frenchman embarked on his first tour of
South America, and there received
the same critical acclaim . which has
been accorded him wherever he has
performed. Prior to his South Amercan debut, Entremont completed an
extremely busy European season,
which had included 20 concerts in
France and additional solo recitals
in Holland and England.
The brilliant young Frenchman's
journey will take him from Florida
to British Columbia, and will include appearances with Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra and the New Orleans Philparmonic under Alexander Ellisberg'.
vention were Nina Harv.e y, state
secretary; Nancy Stovall, Annette
Hendrix, Peggy Robertson, Mary Jo
Putman, Camille Arrington, Grace
Murphy, and Pat Jordon.

Often, large building material firms
donate portions of their products
as a means of promoting the type
work carried on by Harding.
F9r the same purpose, monetary
gifts are often contributed. These
firms would not, of course, make
such offerings if they were dealing
with a middle man or rcontractor.
When such building projects are
introduced an architect submits a
tentative drawing to the president.
The president appoints a committee.
depending on . the type building and
the ' background of the committee
members, to examine the drawing
for possible alterations.
After the drawing is fitted to the
needs of the . college, Harding's own
staff takes over to begin ·the construction program.
:Besides having these valuable men
Harding also has hundreds of
thousands of dollars worth of machinery, equipment, and implements. Utilizing these assets in the
best manner possible are Harding
College laundry and cleaners, the
block plant, the college dairy, the
public relations department, and
the Harding College Press.
Thus, with wise investments and
management of the past, has evolved a college of the future--modern
and sufficient in almost every sense.

_2_*_H_A_R_D_I_N_G_B,__IS_O_N_,_S_ear_c_y_,_A_r_k._ _O_c_t_oh_e_r_2_4,_1-9_56
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By PAT TEAGUE

Add To YOUR FAITH

Just in case you were wondering where we were last week, here's
•
the dope, "And Then . ~ ." was on
By DON HUMPHREY
the seventh page of that issue of
The Bison! Here's hoping this copy
makes it to the printed page.
"Blessed are the meek; for they "For I am meek and lowly."
Have you ever been rattled? If
shall inherit the earth." Matt. 5:5.
When an individual follows after
The beatitudes of Christ are con- the message of the Spirit and lives not, there's one fellow on campus
cerned basically .with the attitude of in such a way as to let his body who . can tell you 'just exactly ' how
heart that should be possessed· by constantly be a temple of the Holy it feels to be truly rattled in the
those who follow him. Out of the Spirit, that person will, be con- strictest sense of the word. Here's
heart proceed the issues of life, and fronted more and more each day how it happened.
It was Saturday night-no specas a man thinks in his heart, so is unto the image of him who knew
he. It is i portant that our hearts no sin, neit her was guile found in ial Saturday night-just a regular
Saturday night. A bunch of the felbe right before God because God his mouth.
lows were going out to eat. Since
looks upon the heart of man in his
Paul exhorts us to "put on there- there was ' no phone in the new
judgment of man.
fore meekness, longsuffering . . ."
Meekness suggests
gentleness, Col. 3:12 Without this gentle, com- dorm he decided he could make
kindness, being slow to anger, over- passionate disposition we cannot be that date for Sunday night when he
got out to the eating place. After a ·
coming evil with good, and a readi- like Christ.
hamburger, the subject under conness to yield rather than cause
Without meekness of disposition sideration headed for the phone
trouble.
one cannot . be among those who booth to make that date.
ALL IN A DA Y'S WORK.
This disposition is the outgrowth shall live with God eternally. The
A few minutes later he went
of the first two beatitudes, being promise for those with this dispopoor in spirit and mourning over sition, however, is great: "they bajk to the table, sheepishly asksin. Meekness is not cowardice, but shall inherit the earth." This ing to borrow a dime from someis the opposite of sudden anger. phrase, as was used by the Jews, one. Of course he had to explain
Meekness produces peace because it was used with reference to a n y why the second call was necessary.
springs ·from a heart too big to be great blessing, and perhaps with Our fellow student had been so
The 33rd annual Harding lectureship is now less than a
stirred by little insults.
the sum of all blessings in mind. rattled when he went into the month in the future: For a long time, the lectureship committee
Phone booth that he called phone
God called a man to deliver his ~ee Isa. 60:21.
has been planning and working toward a lectureship to exceed
people from bondage on one o,c casAs it is here used it probably number 953. In case you're not faion. This man felt inadequate for has reference to the. inheritapce in miliar with that number , it's the all previous ones. .
the task. He saw the task as one the everlasting kingdom of God in phone in Armstrong Hall. When he
Perhaps no one realizes how much work goes into preof great responsibility that called the heavenly Canaan, the land fairer asked for such-and-such-a-girl, you paring for four days in which dozens of men speak. The topic
for a man thoroughly dedicated to than day, whose citizens are those can imagine the reply he received must be planned, speakers chosen, each speaker must prepare
the God of the Israelites. However, who have meekly walked with God from the boy who answered the his particular talk, preparation must be made for the facilities
this man did the work, leaning con- until the end of their sojourn in phone. He repeated the request for
this girl and then was t old that he of the college to accommodate hundreds of visitors, and on and
stantly on the ·Lord for guidance. life.
was talking to Armstrong Hall. Of on tasks could be named that must be done.This man's work was completed in
yet, the success of the lectureship this year does not decourse he hung up the phone .witha most efficient manner. Why? Bepend solely on the planning of the lectureship committee, or
out hesitation.
'
cause "the man Moses was very
meek." Num. 12:3.
.
To make a lcmg story short he the preparation going into each speaker's presentation. The
Meekness is not an attribute deborrowed a dime and- tried again to student body has a great part to play, too.
·
veloped sudd'enly. It is developed
make that date. This time he got
Inasmuch as the lectureship week comes on the s a m e
by following
after
the Spirit
the right dorm. By the way, he got week designated as our Thanksgiving holiday, students have
- "the fruit of the Spirit is meekthe date, too! That's no doubt the the problem of deci9-ing whether or not to leave the campus
ness", and by imitating Christ By ED WYNN
first ti~e in Harding's history that
before the lctureship is finished.
Did you ever sit back in some in- a boy has called Armstrong Hall
Although the time is almost a month away, you should be
,conspicuous place . and watch people for a date. ·When a person gets in
making
plans now as to what you ·Will do. Make plans now to
as they go about their everyday that condition he's sure enough,
be on the campus for all the lectureship. Lend all the support
duties?
rattled.
Watching people is a very interI've got a real odd sign here on you possibly can that it will be the most successful yet.
If you are planning to gp home for Thanksgiving, why not
esting pastime. Some people spend my desk. Here's what it says: "Betheir lives watching and studying fore you botch up something . . . try to get your parents to attend the lectureship and then you
people--their problems, their emo- THIMK!" That little sign haunts me! may return home with them. Tprough this, perhaps many who ,
tions, and everything that makes a I don't know whether it was a have not had an opportunity to visit Harding during the 1-e-cperson tick. Evidently these epople, genius or an idiot that figured up tureship will be able to come. Because of the nature of the
By Lucia Du Bois
sometime called psychologists, en- such a slogan. · It's pretty good, program this year, and the quality of the speakers chosen, it
What is your pet peeve con- joy their profession, or else why though.
will be well worth driving several hundred miles simply for the
ceming our dining hall?
would they have chosen such a field.
John Vanderpool has complete
.
However, let us 'look at people information on one of the newest lectures. Many will do that.
Why not, then, prepare now to be on the campus for all
Marsh Goodson "The flies are from the "Layman's" viewpoint. sports. It's unique to put it mildly.
undernourished."
Sometimes when you have time, The only equipment needed is a the lectureship and lend all the support you possibly can?
Students also recently had an opportunity to give the
Barbara Kline - "The cornbrea,d simply watch the actions - of people pair of tough shoes, a set of old
and black-eyed peas three times a and · see what you can learn from .clothes, ·a flashli ght, and a real names and addresses of any that should receive the lectureship
week sure is hard on a yankee."
the way they conduct themselves.
king-sized club. The most popular programs. If there are some you did not make known at that
Smiley Knight - "Food."
It is possible td look at a person site of this new sport is the city time, but now you have access to their address, why not let Dr.
West's office kno_:v about them that they might also receive the
Ray Morris - "People who swipe and learn a lot about him. Many dump at midnight.
your cookies during prayer."
preconceived ideas about a person
The rules are something like this: program.
"The 'rocking are formed simply by observing shine the flashlight until you see a
Du:i:ing lectureship week, there will be several hundred
Judy Parks
him. 8ecause of this, some are in- hefty rat, and then run over every
chairs."
clined to say "I do not like so-and- heap of tin cans and rubbish neces- visitors on the campus, some of them for four or five days.
Pat Forsee "Hearing other so. " H owever, I·f I't were poss1"bl e t o sary , until you get close enough to Accommodations must be made for the housing of them while
people gripe about it."
b e more m
· t"Imat el Y acquam
· t ed WI'th him to beat him to death with your here. Plan now, also, to be prepared to make available room in
Rip Van Winkle "Mrs. Hart." the person, the statement would be king-sized club. I don't knQW .;)hat the dormitories by "doubling up 11 when the time comes.
Don Goodwin "No gripe just opposite. Probably this, more he does with the dead rats, but
Yes, there are many things that we can do to make the
but there sure lire some nice tray- than any other re~s~n, causes more John thinks it's quite the game. lectureship a success. Let us all cooperate and make this the
carriers down there."
people t? h~ve a dislike for another. · Unique, huh?
best lectureship ever. It is one of the highlights of the college
Red Norwood "Dirty table- Before JUdgmg a person be certain
J
d t f t
l d
cloths."
that you really know him.
ust ~ wor
o u ure p e ges ~o year.
Garrett Timmerman - "The fact
Try to see what can be learned ~he social clubs. Pledg-e Week IS
that it exists."
about a person by simply observing J?St aro~d the corner. It may look
Nadine Pate "The students his actions. Notice a few hypotheti- like a big,, black cloud now, bu~ rethat gripe about it."
member,
cloud has'II a bsilver
ca1 ob servat'ions.
r . ,, N' Every
xt
Marjia Ruffin (hostess) - "PeoSuppose you see a person stroll- mm,g.
e
year you
e a
ple who don't sit where they're sup-1 ing down the walk some beautiful pledgemaster!
Because of the many meetings of various clubs and classes
posed to!"
day when. seemingly, everyone - - - - - - - -- - - - - - should be feeling swell, but this in- on the campus, immediately 'after chapel, the suggestion was
dividual has his head lowered with made recently that one day each week be designated for that
a gloomy look on his face. Some purpose. On that day the devotional perioq would be conducted
hasten to label him a grouch, un- and then ~hapel dismissed. This is a very good idea.
friendly, and unsociable.
Perhaps many .weeks there would be no necessity for this,

• •

•

Plan Now for The Lectureship

!

WHERE

I

STAND

It Is A·Good Idea!

When you meet him on the walk,
he fail:; to even notice as you pass.
So, you say to yourself, "well,
grouch, don't speak if /you don't
want to." An opinion · has been
Wallace Alexander ................... ........... .... ... ..... ....................... .............. .... . Editor formed about that person.
Lanny Faris . . ... . . .. .... . ... ............ ........... .... ..... .. ... ........ .......... Business Manager
However, if one could delve
Tony Pippen .. .. ... .... .. .... ............................ .. ..........._. .... ..... .. ... ... Associate Editor ~eeper int o the problems confront~
mg the individual, it might be posGuy Melland .. .. .. .. . .. .. ................. .. ...... .... ... .... ... Assistant Business Manager sible to see that he has cares that
Herman Alexander, Don Humphrey ..... .. ............ .. ........ .. . Re)igious Editors are burdening him down heavily.
Under more pleasing circumstances,
Sue Gary ....... ..................................... ,........ ......... ........ ...._. ......... Society Editor the person would be the most
D~wey Brown ... ......... .. .... ............................................................. . Sports Editor friendly on the campus. Yet, since
Dale Porterfield .. ... ..... .... .... .. ........ .......................................... ... .. ... News Editor an idea ·has been formed about the
person, he may be labeled a grouch
Ottis Hilburn .. ........ .............................. ..... .. ... .. .......... .. ......... .. ... ...... ..... ... Artist for some time.
· Walt Gilfilen ·· ·; ·· ·· ....... ................. ... .. .............. ....... ...................... Photographer
Then, much is sho'Wll. about the
Sugar Stewart . . .. . .. ... .......... .. ......... ..... ... .... .. .... .. ..... . .. .. ... Circulation Manager personality of a person by the way
he or ..she dresses. Usually people
Neil C~pe ..... ....... ... ... ... ................ ......................... .................... .. Faculty Advisor are stereotyped to t he extent that
Herman West
Printer each person has an opinion about
people who dress in a particular
Subscriptlion Price: $2 Per Year
way.
The best illustr':tion of this is
Official student weekly newspaper published during the regular academic year except holidays and four examination weeks, by the students the fellow who wears much toe
t ight jeans, no belt, duck-tail hair·
of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
cut, pants too low, and rolled up al
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1956, at Searcy, Arkansas, the bottom-and of course, shirt
Post Office under !let of March 3, 1879.
unbuttoned two of three buttons

•

and if such should be the case, instead of dismisi;ing, why not
have a hymn-sing, or devotional period for the entire time.
If you like this idea, why not speak to the administration
about it as was suggested.
Thus far this year, the chapel programs have been ~f a
very high caliber. The 'devotional periods have been very inspiring--especially when the whole period is given for that
purpose. These have been very well accepted by the student
body. In the future, perhaps there should be more of this nature.
·
from the top. Some people call these
people "cats" and still others label
them "slobs." But, nevertheless,
they are stereotyped ~nd one seems
to be able t~ judge tl!e personality
of these fellows by knowledge of
others like them.
Then, on the"other hand, the personality of the well-dressed person
stands out. The:i:e is often much difference in the a.ttitude of people
when they meet· you dressed in one
fashion as compared with the opposite extreme in dress. Maybe it
should not be, but reality cannot
be denied. Just try it some time.
Then it is interesting to notice
'low a person walks; their posture,
:md the general way in which they

conduct themselves. See if it does
not make you feel better to
straighten you.r posture and walk
µpright than to walk like a 'slouch."
It lookS much better, too.
Further than that, · it is much
more healthful to have correct posture. Tall people seem to have the
tendency of not standing erect. Last
year someone suggested that this
might be the cause of a serious condition that plagued some tall students last year.
Yes, the appearance tells a lot
a bout a person. Make your appearance conform to what you desire
your personality to be and see if
others will not notice a marked
change.

/
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Socially Speaking

It's Simply

Social Clubs Announce Initiation
Tofebt

Kappa Kappa Kappa

Plans for pledge week was one of
the main topics for discussion during the Tofebt's latest club meeting.
Friday night the girls baked cookies
for the folks at the White County
Farm.

The tenth birthday of the Tri
Kappa social club was celebrated
with a spaghetti dinner at the home
of the club sponsor, Mrs. Clifton
Ganus, Monday, October 15. Don
Porterfield was chief cook. With the
spaghetti, the girls enjoyed tossed
salad, French bread, tea, homemade
ice cream and a special birthday
cake decorated with the club emblem. An extra amount of spaghetti was prepared and frozen. It will
be served to the pledges and old
members ,at a slumber party to be
held Sunday night.
The Tri Kappas met Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings to choose their
eight pledges. Preparations were
made for pledge week and for the
acceptance tea which was held last
•Monday evening at the home of
Mary Turman.

Delta Chi Omega

GATA
The Gata club held an important
business meeting· last Saturday in
the room of Sue Carruth. Cokes,
' pretzels and potato chips were enj?yed by the members. The discuss1on '_Y'~s. b~sed around pledge week
and initiation plans for the new
"muds." A .weiner roast in the
yard of Mrs. Baggett are the plans
for the third function.

. Omega Phi

Las Companeras
The ~as Companeras met Saturday night in the Pattie Cobb
kitchen for a spaghetti dinner.
Barbara Harris and Claudette Grable, hostesses, served spaghetti.
French bread, •pineapple sherbet,
spice cookies, and ice tea . to the
members and club sponsor, Mrs.
Harry Risinger.
Unknown to most of the girls, a
tape · recording was taken .of the
event. A short film was shown of
the raft excursion taken by a few
Harding~ boys last year. The work
period following the entertainment
was devoted to projects for pledge
week.

The Omega Phi's met Tuesday
and Wednesday night of the past
week and chose ten pledges. The
acceptance tea for the pledges was
held Monday evening at 8 o'clock
in the home of their sponsor, Mrs.
Russell Simmons. Refreshments of
punch and cookies were served preceeding the instructions for this
week of pledging given the new
girls by the president, Glenda Taylor.
At their regular meeting Saturday
night, the old members finished the
work on the materials the "finites"
are using this week. Preparations
. were mad~ for formal init iation, to
be held Sunday night. Rough initiThe Alpha Epsilon Chi, one of the
ation will be held the night before.
Friday night in a called meeting it new social clubs on the campus met
was decided to have a halloween last Monday night, Oct. 15.
The first item on the agenda was
party with the 'w.H.C.'s on Nov. 2.
the election of officers. ,Elected were
Walt Gilfi,len, president; Charles
Members of the TNT club met Burks, vice-president; Noel Lemon,
Monday, Oct. 15, for a short meet- secretary; Jerry Jones, treasurer;
ing after which they enjoyed a and Edward Cline, scribe. James
Hedrick was unanimously chosen as
swim.
Another meeting was called Tues- sponsor.
Miss Claudette Harris was chosen
day for the purpose of discussing
plans for pledge week. This meet- club sweetheart. A bit of spice was
ing was -held in the .room of Odis added to the club Sunday night
Clayton and Bob Claunch. During when the members got together for
the discussion, the TNT'ers munch- a weiner roast near camp Wyldeed on popcorn and drank coftee. ' wood.

Alpha Epsilon Chi

TNT

Beta Tau Gamma
Monday evening, the Beta Tau's
welcomed their new pledges in a
meeting. Aftr getting acquainted,
refreshments were served; then the
pledges were introduced to pledge
week.

How many times have you been
guilty of complaining about the
peanut butter sandwiches served
Sunday nights? I guess it's what
you're accustomed to but I never
could stand them. Of course, there's
the healthy lad who told me he
looked forward . to Sunday night
suppers because he loved peanut
butter!
Mr. Russel Simmons recently
hanqed me a pamphlet called "Peanut Butter In School-Lunch Program." At first I didn't get the connection - then it hit me (not the
pamphlet, an idea ). This discussion·
was on a Hearing before the Subcommittee On Departmental Administration and Crop Insurance of the
Committee On Agriculture House of
Representative Eighty-Fourth Congress Second Session on The Use of
Peanut Butter (whew!)
One of the points brought out
favoring peanut butter was the fact
that children like it. I realize college
students aren't children - though
sometimes we're accused of acting
like them. If this is the case many
people have outgrown their love for
peanut butter.
At first I thought that those who
prepared Sunday suppers liked pennut butter and thought everyone
else did. After reading the pamphlet, however, my views changed. The
information it contains informed
me that there is a budget and peanut butter, though not the most
expensive of foods, is sill nourishing .
I could say even children might get
tired of peanut butter sandwiches
Sunday after Sunday but no one is
forced to indulge in the chewing of
it.
Another reason for peanut butter
being so popular is the knowledge
that it possesses proteins. We all
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BEAT·:·
By CALVIN DOWNS

People. Oh, how often those pale,
fickle, amusing, but interesting are
the funniest animals on ~arth. Yes,
people are funny-in fact, it's actually proven that people are the
oddest creatures in the homo sapien
species.
Bur people are more than funny,
they're also v..ery, very unpredictable. Don't take my word for it, but
read on, dear reader.
In St. Joseph, Missouri, Adiel J.
Moncrief lost his gold pocket watch
while visiting with his congregation
after preaching a sermon entitled
"What Time is It?"

We Welcome
Harding Students
and Appreciate
Your Business.
218 W. Arch

·HAM'BURGERS
......... 18c
6 for $1.00
Sea Food Baskets To Go.
Highway 67 East

i

Our business is to serve
I
you with top quality •
cookies, decorated cakes 1
and bakery products. ·
1

'

.''

l

113 E. Center Street

Phone 353

THE SEARCY BANK

f

!
1
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COLLEGE GIRLS

l

Always Welcome

Main & Park Ave.
Phone 923

I

Welcome to all students and
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THE PIT
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Barber Shop ·

I' QUALITY.BAKERY 1
t

I

fa~ulty

I
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THE ELJZABETH ANN SHOP

YOUR BANK OF FRIENDLY SERVICE

t

Member \F.'0.1.C.

L_____~:~~~:~:~-~~~~-~_::______j ~
I

Does your washing problems bother you?
Bring them to us - we solv~ the most
diflicult ones.

of

Harding College•

I

•Free Alterations
•Lay-Away Plan

3
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Cato's

!

ALLEN'S

*

At Harding, one famous doctor,
the head of his department, sits in
the balcony and cringes while the
whole audience is locked in suspense, waiting for him to begin the
realize proteins could be obtained reading which was just announced.
by more pleasant means, such as Boo Boo.
broiled steak, but even I can't
In Detroit, a high school football
imagine steak for Sunday supper.
So, why not smile and sub&titute player, Steve Bowman, knocked
peanut butter for steak. After all himself out crashing head first into
- think of the proteins?! (and how a steel post, later groggily explained, "I run faster with m y eyes
healthy you'll be)
Now that I'v~ convinced all the shut."
complainers about Sunday supper
No one knows just why people do
peanut butter how lucky they are these odd, but amusing, things. I
no one sh~uld mind if I make one suppose we're just victims of ourstatement. Although peanut butter selves.
has its advantages it has one disadvantage which outways them all.
Perhaps, after consuming a delicioU"S
peanut butter sandwich, you have
a brillant remark to make. It takes
you ten minutes to acquire everyone's attention at your table. Finally your big chance arrives. You
open your mouth ..... ... .. ...... Or should
I say you try to open your. mouth.
Peanut butter, as we are all aware,
is sticky.
•
Just to prove that I'm not prejudice or one sided I'll <;at peanut
butter - as soon as someone gives
it a new flavor and discovers a nonsticky peanut butter, that is.

!
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·patronage!

By JACKIE ANGUISH

,t

II
We appreciate your

Of·Good Taste

The Harding German Club met
for the first time this year last
Tuesday evening at the home of
Eva Thompson.
Miss Thompson, who traveled in
Germany last summer, showed
colored films of many historic,
scenes from Germany. After the
films, weiners and other refreshments were served. Several other
educational and interesting programs are planned for this year.
~e only membership requirement is that one be interested in
learning more about Germany. One
may receive instruction in learning the language if he desires. All
are invited to join the club which
meets at 8:45 in room "F" of the
music building on the second and
fourth Monday nights of the month.
The officers for this year are
James Walters, president; Calvin
Downs,
vice-president; L o u i s e
Shultz, secretary; and W. H. Wilborn, reporter. Leslie Burke is the
sponsor.

r-·_. ___. _.,_. _,. _. ____
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Harding German Club
Meets 'For First Time

AQuestion

In formal C~remony Saturday

Saturday evening the Delta Chi's
completed the materials for pledge
week. They had refreshments of
cookies, carmels, and cokes.
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Assignment Harding

HARDING COLLEGE LAUNDRY
Greg Rhodes, Mgr..
"The Best In The Business"

i::r Cleaning
i::r Pressing
i::rWetWash
i::r Fluff Dry
i::r Laundry Finish
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kick. Weeks made a beautiful,
twisting 33 yard run which was
nulified by clipping, but two plays
Texas "renn. later Chri!l,tian hit Baldwin on a 25
First downs
6 yard scoring pass to tie the game
13
Yards rushing
114
80 up again.
Passing yardage
148
152
Another onside kick paid off for
Passes attempted
18
6 Texas late in the fourth quarter as
Passes completed
5 the Longhorns took control of the
11
Texas, utilizing a fiery desire to
Passes intercepted by
1
0 ball on the Vol 44. Christian, mix-vin and the avalanche of injuries
3
0 ing passes with a crunching ground
Nhich came cascading upon Ten- Fumbles
Fumbles
lost
1
0 game, led his team to the Tennes1essee during the first half, ended
2
3
;he Vols ownership of an unbeaten Punts
see one from where he sneaked
Punt average
24
26 for the score.
1eason, last Saturday night by the
Penalty yardage
20
25
;une of 24-18.

STATISTICS

Fashions

,ILonghorns Rally
'@~ To Beat Vols 24-18

By Sandra Phillips and Sue Gary
The Lyceum tomorrow night features the concert pianist, Philippe
Entremont. Dressed in their attire
for his occassion are ·Miss Annette
Hendrix, Kappa Kappa Kappa, and
Mr. Jim Holleman, Koinonia.
Miss Hendrix is wearing a black
creation fashioned by Justin McCarty. It features an empire line
with a fold of buttons. Her accessories include black suede heels,
complimented by a black suede
clutch bag and black wrist gloves.
To complete this ensemble are jet
earrings with rhinestone insets.
Mr. Holleman is dressed in a
white wool coat ·tailored by StyleMart. It features a single fold front
and is very handsome against the
background of black wool trousers.
He is wearing black leather shoes.
Completing his attire is a white
shirt and black wool tie.

Both teams, plagued by continu1us injuries, found themselves in;wined in the most bounteous dis?lay of six-pointers thus far this
1eason. Tennessee had to play al"D.ost the entire game without the
1ervices of its stellar tailback Har1ld Vanderpool, and could use big
Bill Stafford only in spots. K e n
Harrison, who played an excellent
~ame the first half for Texas, received a neck injury and had to be
taken to Hawkin's clinic for further treatment.
Jim Borden, a stickout all night
for Tennessee, initiated scoring
early in the first quarter by taking
a Vanderpool pass and prancing 62
yards down the sideline to counter.
The point after try met a staunch
Texas defense, and faltered.
Texas made it a new ball game in
the second quarter when it put to
full use the trusty right arm of
Jim . Christian on a fifty-one ··yard
drive. Mason Andres was on the
receiving end of two passes that
sent the pigskin to the Tennessee
eight, from where elusive Charles
Weeks coreened into the end bone.
The first half ended .in a 6-6 stalemate.
Tennessee started the third quarter just as fast as it did the first.
Jim Borden swept end for 25 yards
and then hit Bill - Stafford on a
swing pass, The big fullback rambled 25 y rds to the score.
Two minutes later the Vols once
again dented the scoreboard following a Longhorn fumble on the kick-
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I Morri~ and Son
is
The Best Pl ace
to
Buy Shoes
and
Mens Clothing

I1

201 -

Paints
Wallpapers
Building Supplies
Air Conditioning
Heating

1
i'·

!

i

AL &DEAN ClfE

I

GARNER·
McKENNEY

'

For The Best .
Meals Ever.
Hwy.. 67 South

Supply Co.
221 W. Market
Phone 488
Across from Kroger

Taking over the ball on their 29 I
yard line, the Texans rolled up
their sleeves and controlled the ball
- "_ "_ ,._ ,._•+
almost the whole fourth quarter. ;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
Mavis Baldwin started a cavalcade
--of three touchdowns by smashing
one yard to pay dirt, after speedy
Charley Weeks set it up with a 30
yard run.

i
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MODERN SHOE · STORE

Texas kept control of the ball by
successfully carrying out an onside
t·~

I
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WELCOME
·To

I

I

-Bradley's
Barber Shop

f

103 W. Market

I
1·

I

i

!

(Across from Van-Atkins)

We have the oldest and most exclusive Shoe
in Searcy, the largest stock of shoes for the whole
ly. The latest styles in all widths; from 4 to 10.
Quality Shoes Only, quaranteed to give you full
faction.
·

Store
famiFirst
satis-

POLL PARROT and SCAMPEROOS for Children
We aim to please you.

i (
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Always Welcome
at the

IDEAL SHOP

Fred Wiebe)

Washing -
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Lubrication -

Steam Cleaning

Spring & Pleasure

I

Phone 911
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SMITH-VAUGHAN
MERCANTILE

1

Borden rifled
a direct
to galloped
Graham 1
Birdsall
and the
lankyhit
end
to the Texas five. Borden then pul- 1
meted into the end zone to give I
Tennessee an almost run-away 18-6 j
lead.
11>. was not until near th& end of
the third quarter that Texas really
caught fire, as they were spurred I
by the injury of Ken Harrison.

Friendly ESSO Service

i

PATRONIZE BISON ADVERTISERS

+--· -- • -t111-H11- 111- 111-.: 1111-11 -1t11 -~ t

off which an alert Vol recovered.

Whether you drive much or little, your car
needs checked and -greased regularly.

+•-11 1 - 111- 1 1 - •--1t1-11U-Mll - •- 1 i1 -111-L+

. Statistically speaJ:t4ig, Texas had
the advantage in nearly every department, and by virtue of their
win gained a tie in the standings
with the Vols for first place.

China

;

Crystal

Grace Neal Florist and

, Gift Shop

i
I

I

"Flowers of Distinction"

j

Phone 724

205 West Arch

J We Wire Flowers

Phone 1
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Your
WESTINGHOUSE
DEALER

SEARCY'S FRleNDLY FORD DEALER

•

WELCOMES
Harding College Student and Faculty

BERRYHILL'S
Sporting Goods

Members
Complete service on any make cars or trucks.

ASK ABOUT OUR BUDGET PLAN
Sw~aters

and
Club Jackets

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR. CO.
Searcy

Phone 1000

OE course. Most
everyone does-of!en.
Because a few moments
over ice-cold Coca-Cola
tef.tesh you sO.
It's sparkling with natural goodness, pure and
wholesome-and naturally friendly to your .figure.' .

\~

jleel like having a Coke?
I01TL£Q UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE

C~-COLA COMPANY •

COCA-COLA HO'!'TLlN u t;Ob7"r Al" Y OF ARKANSAS
Searcy, Arkansas
·
"Coke.. ts a registered trocfe-mork.

© 1956, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
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By Bobby Glover

~~culty vs. Grads·
The Grads coming closer than
any team this season to defeating
the Faculty, gave the Ole Men a
real scare in their game last Saturday. The Graduates probably had
the best combination of players
they have had on the field all year.
Fine defensive ball on the part
of the Grad tea~ kept the powerful Faculty down to a mere six runs
on seven hits. The Faculty scored in the third
frame on Cecil Beck's single which
brought in two runs. Later in the
same frame, Jack Wood Sears singled to score Herb Dean for their
third run before the inning was
over.
In the last half of the same inning, the Grad team picked up a
pair of runs on 0. D. Mm:;row's
double,' and at the end of three innings the score was 3-2.
Neither team scored again until
the sixth inning when the Faculty
gathered in three runs to the Graduates two.
The final score was 6-4 in a wellplayed game. Ron Reed played fine
defensive .ball at third base for the
Grads.
Little miiids are too muc~ wounded by little thlngs; great minds see
all, and are not even hurt. .
No dust effects the eyes hke gold
dust.
~·1111111111111amu1111111n11111111111tu111111111111a111111111111a11111:;:
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until finally the Pelicans emerged
on top by a score of 8-7.
At the end of five inni111gs, the
Pelicans led, 6-3, but the Crackers
came forth in 1the sixth frame on
the hitting of George Treadway,
Vernon Massey ,and Calvin Downs,
to score four runs and to take the
lead by a score of 7-6.
Going in to the last half of the
last inning with the Crackers holding on to their one run lead, Larry
Bills singled for the Pelicans and
then Ray McAlister, who had
pitched a fine ball game, · homered
to win the game by one run.

Barons vs. Chicks
The Barons suffered their first
defeat of the year by losing to the
Chicks in an upset contest 1 a s t
Wednesday.
Dick Mcintyre, who started off
strongly, retired i,n order the first
six Chicks to face him so that at
the end of the second inning the
Barons led by a score of 2-0.
When the Chicks c~me to bat in
the bottom half of the third frame,
Wallace Alexander reached first on
an error, Raleigh Wood singled,
then Jerry Mitchell ·singled again
bringing Alexander in to score tQ.e
Chicks' first run.
Charlie Thacker hit to right field
placing two men on the base paths.
Murry then stepped to the plate
and singled in both Wood a n d
Mitchell for their second and third
tallies. Byron Futrell walked and
Ted Lloyd got on by a fielder's
choice loading the bases. Then McIntyre walked Alexander to force in
the Chicks' fifth and last run of the
big inning.
The Barons came back in the next
inning to score •five runs on five
consecutive hits putting them on
top by a score of 7 to 5.
But the Chicks would not stay

Augusta every year since 1953
when the Academy waltzed off with
the jewels in a 25-7 win at Wildcat 'field.
Augusta snapped back to take the
next . two tilts in 1954 and 1955
by edging scores o~ 7-6 and 12-7.
The game site for Thursday's 8
p.m.' tussle will be Augusta, where
the Red Devils of Coach Curtis
King are always to~gh.
"From here it looks pretty much
like a toss-up," Coach Hugh
·Groover of 't he Wildcats said after
two scouting trips into Augusta domains. "The Red Devils have taken
several lickings, but the teams
which applied them wer. well qualified. We haven't faced competition
that tough."
The two teams have good measuring rods in Bald Knob and Beebe
by which to compare their potential strength. Augusta ran up
against Bald Knob early and lost
20-0 while Harding tied the Bulldog; last week, 14-14. Harding
downed 'Beebe, 18-0, while the Red
Devils defeated them, 6-0, last
week.
Complete records spow · Augusta
with two wins ,three losses and
one tie ' Harding has a 4-0-2.
Both' teams operate behind the
deft fingers of skilled quarterbacks.
Augusta has a good one in Jerry
King who operates his dad's multiple offense, while Gerald Casey runs
Groover's straight T with blurring
speed.
Bradford and Barton round out
the league.

down. They scored eight more runs
in the fifth frame; four of these
were on Glenn Kelley's grand slam
home run down the right field line.
The Baron:s picked up only one
more run in the game making the
final score 12-8 in favor of the
Chicks.
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CENTRAL

STERLING STORES
"Be Thrifty"
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For 'tlie best in music, news & sports
HERE'S THE KEY •

Special
on

Tee-Shirts

Tuned To

and
Gym Shorts

KW C.B

Harding College
'Book 'Store ·

•

1300 on your radio .dial
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A DOUBLE FEATURE •••
the fighting, tearing Mavis and a
Sitting wryly huddled among' a hunk of man called Mason Andres,
·dozen or so football fans last Sat- who gave the first (and lasting)
urday night, I pinned my ear to a sign of being the football player he
~mall portable radio and attempted really is.
The crowd set in a frenzy as the
to ignore what appeared to be a
football game being played out on St~rs neared the Tennessee goalline
the stubble, while straining an ear- with the upset touchdown. Could it
drum ·to the lisping words, " . . . be done? Dared the Longhorns be
and 'now the University of Arkan- so boldfaced ?
They did, they were!
sas Razorbacks have come out on
Over the double stripe a redthe playing field, and this game
between Arkansas and Texas will shirted Longhorn plunged and the
Harding intramural football chase,
soon get .underway."
A hectic way to enjoy football to which appeared iced before t h e
game, was born anew.
be sure. No sooner would " . . .
What about Arkansas, Texas
Gerald Nesbitt finds a gaping hole
through right tackle and is down game down in Austin? Oh! the
Razorbacks won 32-14.
to the Steer's 19 yard line . . . "
And the Christians feasted on
then "rootie toot toot, rootie toot
toot, look at Mase in his football double victory. Jim Christians'
brother, Don, quarterbacked the
suit."
Arkansas team to victory in Austin,
The fickled football would lead Tex.
me from the stands into the tubes
of my Motorola and it was quite a
TWICE DENIED, BUT NOW •••
tussle until Arkansas scored a
Coach
Hugh Groover, a quiet sort
touchdown to . take the lead, and
my attention. After all, there is a of man who rarely makes glittering
wide gulf between the two brands statements (and never before the
season's end), takes his Harding
of football.
So down the field with the Hogs Academy Wildcat's to Augusta tomorrow night in search for his
we glided.
second title since 1953. Twice he
But happiness never runs a has been denied my a meager six
straight line, and mine was no ex- points.
ception. It just couldn't have lasted.
But this time the Wildcats are deFrantic co-eds dressed in -the termined. They want that crown,
latest grid fashions of speckled rain- and they want it bad.
bow blouses and junior's basketball
Augusta still has big guns, as it
jacket soon broke the peace with always has, and will present more
"Go, Tennessee go," to "Oh, Billy than a bushel of trouble. The teams
Jack!s band aid came off."
are fairly even. The Red Devils fell
But Arkansas was behind 7-6 before Bald Knob while the Wildnow and my fingers dug deep into cats knotted them 14-14 last ,week.
the meshes of the speaker as I But scores seldom tell all, as witstrained an ear to catch the Hog's nessed by Texas' lashing of Tennessee.
rally-should there come ·one.
The championship tilt could be
",A bad pass from center," a
Texas (intramural) fan moaned, decided in the grandstands, where
and my attention was again divided the yelling of the crowd cheers
lean and leashed boys to man-sized
for the moment.
jobs.
Then it happened!
Maybe a train of Harding rooters
Out of the corner of my fledging would help seal ·a long sought-for
eyes I spotted a number 25, back- championship.
grounded on a red jersey, rolling
out across the field like a snake
WEEK'S WORD •..
which had taken on more than his
*Texas
20. Oklahoma 13-Both
share of the poison. Back and forth
the blurred numeral twisted and teams ra·n into satisfaction last
churned until it leveled out in week. Oklahoma rose to meet Arkstraight flight toward the double ansas' Razor?acks on even terms,
stripe on the South end of the field. and, as reVIewed, TeHxas stunne~
.
,
- powerful Tennessee.
owever, w
But Charhe Weeks brave, head- feel that the Steer's mental impetus
strong run was called back and will carry over into their next game
Texas' mighty Longhorns, who ';0 n more than the Sooner's tie, which
the focal point of my attention, sapped them of energy.
were still shy of the Tennessee Vols
Weeks is hurt again, but isn't he
by a touchdown. .
every week--only you can't tell it
Then, like red magic, numbers when he takes ·the field. We feel
14 and 34 caught the crowd's at- Bob Fletcher found his strid~ in
tention. Quarterback Jim Christian the Arkansas tussle.
faked to the fleeing Weeks and then
Terinessee 14, Arkansas 7-The
dropped back and calmly flun~ a Vols were caught with their morale
true pass to tiny, but effe~tiv.e, down last week, but figure to snap
Mavis Baldwin, who cuddled it m back against Arkansas Friday. They
on Tennessee's 20 and just outran can't afford to lose . another one.
the defenders for the tying score. But neither can the Razorbacks,
A gallant Jim Borden wouldn't who nearly lost all in their fruitless
call it quits, though, and before I tie with Oklahoma. Arkansas, too,
could catch the score between was low in desire last week, but
Arkansas and Texas, the Volunteer's Marsh Goodson will work hard to
were out in front again.
get them up for Tennessee. And
Christian weeks Baldwin and Co. against a team like t he Vols that
were just ~s bulli~h. They had de- shouldn't be hard to do.
cided this game before the first
*(The Texas, Oklahoma .
whistle sounded, and so Weeks was played
but this is a
kept · dazzling the crowd with Jim
writeup. For :he sake ?f
Swink-like runs, while Christian conformity we have mcluded it.
tossed with uncanny unconcern to Ed. note.)
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Coach Leads Academy
From Rags To Riches

Coach Hugh Groover and Ben Camp discuss the football schedule
ahead while the team prepares for a crucial game. Camp was injured
early in the season.

If it wasn't .for the red and white uniforms, you probably
couldn't distinguish youthful coach Hugh Groover • from the
Wildcats when they huddle around him for pre-game strategy
just before kickoff time.
But don't let his bland face and
boyish demeanor ' fool you. The
taciturn, sandy-headed 28-year-old
coach, though still a junior in the
coaching ranks as far as years go,
is a veteran of class B foot ball in
Arkansas after invariably turning
out winnin&' teams.
The secret to · Groover's success
lies in the man. He is neither
tyrannical nor lax on the playing
field-he specializes in what many
call "the happy medium."
And most of the fans who drive

1954, he came right back with an
8-2 last season. His record this
Year stands at 4-0-2.
"I've never had any outside pressure on me," Gro~ver is quick to
explain. "The only pressure I experience is that of wanting to see
the boys succeed. That, I'll admit,
has kept me up many nights."
To Grover football is 90 percent
desire. "It's my philosophy, or
whatever you want to call it," the
Ohio native said, "that the boys
have to be physically fit and have
all-out desire to play to succeed
in football."
These ingredients have been the
coals which ignited Harding Academy into standing prominence in
Arkansas football.

t he dusty, rustic roads of Arkansas
in view of the Wildcats' feats think
the quiet-spoken Groover is a contradiction to the law that says "you
can't get something from nothing."
They're not far from right.
Groover turns up each year with
about 42 football eligibles and from
that simple number he will suit out
from 30 to 35 m en for football. Out
of those he usually harvests from
one to five lettermen from the preceding year. If he's lucky a couple
of t ransfers will have had a uniform
on before, but otherwise, the everpatient coach must almost show the
boys what a football looks like.

Our follies always seem so stupid
when we see them in someone else.

The worst danger that confron\s
the younger generation is the
example set by the older generation.

I

And because -his youthful hairs

~:: ~%pt:fr: :::-.:~::1e G;:,:~ 1

In five years at the
the 1
Wildcats-including
t h ehelm
first ofwhich
totaled one win and one tie-he I
has accumulated .24 wins, 13 losses I
=~~io~ree ties ag11inst tough comp- 1

Porkers, Sooners Wildcats Remain Undefeated;
Settle For 6·6 Tie
Fight Bul~dogs To 14-14 Draw ·

Brawny Bob Fletcher had his long
awaited big night Friday to little
avail, as cellar-dwelling, Oklahoma
could gouge no mOre than 6-6 tie
fJ;"om crippled Arkansas.
Fletcher, who has a well deserved reputation on the Harding
campus for making like an enraged
Brahma bull when the pigskin is
poked into his mid-section, has
had trouble getting up steam this
season, and until his last outing had
done relatively little for an offense
built as a ' showcase for his "many
talents.
Friday night, though Fletcher
came close to being a one m a n
show, bulling for 103 yards of the
Sooner total of 147 yards rushing.
ln addition, it was Fletcher who
scored his team's lone touchdown
on a 49 yard pass play in which almost every Pork6r had a chance to
down him but rfiissed.
· The hobbJed Porkers entered the
game with"t.wo key men unable to
suit out. Fireplug, Jim Sherbet, a
member of last year's alf-star team·,
injured his knee in Arkansas' win
over Texas. His services wo41.d have
been a help.
The Porker passing combination,
southpaw Garrett Timmerman to
captain Marsh Goodson, to~aled a
rousing 155 yards, which included
a 77 yard jaunt in which Goodson
evaded would be tacklers with
monotony and crossed the goal line
standing up, deadlocking the contest.
~
The same combination almost put
the game on ice for th e RazOrbacks. On the final play of the first
halt Goodson snared a Timmerman
aerial and began weaving his merry
way goalward, but was finally
nailed 48 yards later on the Sooner
11. The gun sounded, halting further opportunity for Arkansas to
capitalize on Goodson's footwork.
Defensive tackles Ray }4orris,
Wallace Johnson and linebacker
Rayburn (Smiley) Knight made
most of the Porker stops while
holding the Sooners to six points.
Morris had nine individual tackles,
Johnson eight, and Knight six, plus
assistance in numerouS other.s.

STATISTICS
Yards rushing
Yards passing
First downs
Total yardage
Yards penalized
Punting ave.
Passes attempted
Passes completed

Ark,

Okla.

131
155
6
286
65
36
14
4

147
74

8
221
35
38
13
2
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Welcome
Harding ,Students

DELUXE
Barber Shop
"

Melton

I

i

Your Authorized

j"

Ole' man fumble came close to
beating the Harding Academy Wildcats last Thursday night, but they
held on and tied Bald Knob's Bulldogs, 14-14, to retain their .undefeated stat.us.
And one would surmise that ole'
man fortune, who played his part
also, was a bit fickle throughout
the game. While the Wildcats had
to plod ft>ot by foot\,. for their scores,
Bald Knob's fleet backs floated on
blessed ground 35 and 60 yards to
their tallies.
And yet, when the Dogs . needed
a yard the most in the fourth
period, when stationed on .Harding's one-yard line, the double
stripe might as we11 have been l:OO
yards away, because the · Wildcats,
aided by a penalty against Bald
Knob, rose to stop them cold.
A Jlhort boot by halfback Don
Berryhill introduced the occasion,
the ball floating out of bounds on
Harding's 30-yard line. In seven
plays, behind the running of backs
Fr ankie Weber and David Osman,
the Bulldogs reached Harding's two
on a second-down situation.
Third down netted only one Yard.
On the fourth try the Bulldogs were
a bit anxious and were shoved back
to the six by a backfield in motion
penalty. Weber galloped around
left end, but was lassoed by Berryhill at the four to halt the threat.
Harding scored first early in the
first period following a comedy of
errors. Berryhill intercepted a iJulldog pass on Harding's 45 and reM
turned it to Bald Knob's 17. However, on the Cats' second play fullback Timmy Rhodes fumbled and
Weber pounced on it for the Dogs
at the four.
.
A 15-yard penalty forced Bald
Knob back to its one, calling for a
punt situation. The boot was deflected and Harding took over on
the nine. From there it was easy, as
quarterback Gerald Casey sneaked
over on third down from the four
for a score. Charles Van Winkle
converted, making ii' 7-0.
Late in the first period Bald Knob
evened things up when end Donald
Bone recovered a Casey fumble on
Harding's 40. On the third play
Osman cut inside right end and
scooted 35 yards for a score. Tackle
Mickey Coe converted true to knot
it, 7-7.
Hatding went ahead just before
the , half when the Wildcats took
over on downs on their 24 yard line-

I
I

TRAWICK'S
Appliance Store
East Race St. - Searcy
Phone 1297

"
t

+

SINGER ' I
I'1, Sew·1ng Center I,'1 J'11
Undenvood Typewriters
Sales and Service

All home appliances
TV sales & services
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to start a drive. Aided by three
bursts by Berryhill, which netted
21 yards, and a roughing the kicker
penalty on fourth down, Harding
reached the Bulldog's 44-yard line.
From there Casey opened up with
a barrage of passes, completing four
of eight, to reach Bald Knob's six.
On fourth down Casey rolled to
his right and located end' Harold
Valentine in the end zone for a
score. Van Winkle's boot made it
14-7.
The jubilee wasn't for long,
though, because Bald Knob took
possession on its 40 early ·in the
third quarter. and on the second
play tailback Norman Duncan went
over right guard and threaded
thrOugh Harding's secondary, flying
60 yards for a touchdown.
Coe calmly converted to knot it
up for good at 14-14.
Bubba Davis, Berryhill, T. Rhodes,
and tackle Bill Williams stood out
on defense for Harding while center
Buddy Kissinger and ·ends J8'm.es
Mitchell, Carrol Tuggle and Wayne
Freppon came through for Bald
Knob.
Harding led Bald. Knob in first
downs 1 eight to four. The Bulldogs
picked up 148 yards rushing to
Harding's 123, while the Wildcats
completed nine of 17 passes for 7 4
yards to Bald Knob's three of 15
for 21 yards. The Cats intercepted
two passes from Bald Knob. The
Wildcats led in total offense, 197 to
169, but didn't fare as well in
fumbles.
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Th e taciturn
.
Walls
A
coach ' a native of
110 EAST CENTER
•I •,I
Magnetic Springs, Ohio, graduated
Cooper
,
Phone 1'156
I
from Harding College in 1950, tak- I West Side of Court House
I
I •
ing a degree in physical education 1' ~.::::===========:::~_.:'.j.'::'=·:::·=·::-=·:-::-=·:-:::·-=·:-::·-::•:-:'.!
"+ I
and history. He spent one year as head coach at Vilonia and one as
assistant coach at Searcy High before coming to t h e Academy in
1952.
I
During his first year he tutored a
green team to a 1-5 -1 record. His
,
second season of seven wins and
one loss showed promise of things I
to come, and despite a 4-5 se·ason in
Mademoiselle Bras · Circle Stitched For Perfect Fit
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Park Avenue Grocery

i!I

"We Appreciate Your Business"
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It's Bargain Days at VAN-ATKINS
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
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THE II
MAYFAIR
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Let us
'serve you.
and Thanks!

Sanforized For Lasting Fit ...
$1.98 VALUE

2for $1
20 x 40 Cannon Bath Towels

23c each
Reg. 39c Rayon Panties

18c a pair
Mens -

Reg. 69c Stretch Sox

33c a pair
•I
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VAN-A'TKINS

OUR AIM IS

PLEASE

Prescriptions - Drugs • Gifts - Toiletries

TWO GOOD PRUGSTORES

HEADLEE W·ALGREEN
North Spring

HEADLEE REXALL
North Spruce

